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“When I first scrolled into Zippers & Jeans I thought the table of
contents was a poem—and it is! Pete Moore’s silvertone flings
with language braid and mix elements as various as whiz-bang
vernaculars, gorgeous everyday “straight shots,” albums of fill-inthe-blanks, and Exeter Book-ish Riddles replete with newfangled,
caesuraed beauty. With great pleasure and playfulness, this book
ferrets out the strange interstices of a particular here-and-now.”
—Lee Ann Brown

—D. A. Powell
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afterKleist

Matthew Fink, poet, novelist, polymath of idiosyncratic
genius and fierce critical intelligence, has devised in
afterKleist a next-level precarious method by which he is
able to observe the grave with a modicum of safety, walking
a tightrope suspended without visible supporting poles
daringly and inexplicably crossing it back and forth with
amazing verve and with the most laudable results, without
being sucked in. He is unlikely to become a neo-Romantic
murderer and suicide.
—James McCourt

MAT THEW FINK

Matthew Fink’s astonishing and ambitious book of poems,
afterKleist, is a kind of biography in verse form of the great
19th century dramatist and poet, Heinrich von Kleist. In the
voice of the troubled genius, Fink takes us on a tour of 19th
c., aristocratic German society, and a tour as well among the
major poets of the last two centuries, from Goethe (“The
Great Poet”) to Frost, from Ginsberg to Mayakovsky, from
Poe to Millay, from Hart Crane to Montale, with many
important stops in between. This is a dark work about a
dark soul—Kleist committed suicide at the age of 34, in a
suicide pact with his friend, Henriette Vogel—but it’s also
darkly funny, full of brilliant, surprising lines, and images.
This is a major opus, far from the mainstream of American
poetry—a true original.

afterKleist

—Nancy Schoenberger, author of Long Like a River
(poems) and Dangerous Muse, the Life of Lady Caroline
Blackwood (biography).
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“I am sorry,” writes Pete Moore, “but you have reached
a relationship that is no longer in service.” With the selfdeprecation of a Woody Allen, the slow slide of stand-up Steven
Wright, and the frightening deadpan of silent comedian Buster
Keaton, Moore masters the timing strategy of a joke in order to
write the aftermath of a romance doomed to fail. This is serious
poetry in the tradition of Williams, Hughes, Oppen . . . but with
that twist, that pang, that rimshot at the end that lets you know,
yes, this is serious. Serious as a heart attack.”

